Predicting the sale of an item is a critical problem in eCommerce search. Typically, items are independently predicted with a probability of sale for a given search query. But in a dynamic marketplace like eBay, even for a single product, there are various di erent factors distinguishing one item from another which can in uence the purchase decision for the user. Users have to make a purchase decision by considering all of these options. Majority of the existing learning to rank algorithms model the relative relevance between labeled items only at the loss functions like pairwise or list-wise losses [3, 4, 18] . But they are limited to point-wise scoring functions where items are ranked independently based on the features of the item itself. In this paper, we study the in uence of an item's neighborhood to its purchase decision. Here, we consider the neighborhood as the items ranked above and below the current item in search results. By adding delta features comparing items within a neighborhood and learning a ranking model, we are able to experimentally show that the new ranker with delta features outperforms our baseline ranker in terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [6] . e ranking model with proposed delta features result in 3 − 5% improvement in MRR over the baseline model. We also study impact of di erent sizes for neighborhood. Experimental results show that neighborhood size 3 perform the best based on MRR with an improvement of 4 − 5% over the baseline model.
INTRODUCTION
A lot of research has been performed in improving the learning to rank frameworks employed in di erent applications like web search, eCommerce search, question answering systems, recommendation systems [14, 16] . In eCommerce, given a query q, a typical search system retrieves all items I n ∈ I matching the query, ranks the items based on a ranking function f (q, I n ) and returns the top N documents. e ranking function f (q, I n ) usually provides the probability of click or sale [12, 17] .
For learning the ranking function, training data can be collected in 2 ways. One approach is to obtain human judged labels for items matching a query, to annotate a binary decision of relevant or not for a given item [17] . Second approach is to extract implicit relevance feedback based on user behavior logs [1, 5, 9] . In web search as well as in eCommerce search, one of the widely used relevance feedback is clicks. But eCommerce search systems like eBay has the advantage of using more relevance feedback signals like bids, add to carts, purchases, revenue etc [13] . e basic assumption in implicit relevance feedback is, users scan the items in top-down manner. Existing literature study the impact of items that were viewed and not clicked as negative samples in relevance feedback [9] . Other studies have focused on the impact of a document's relevance based on the documents ranked above it with the focus on search result diversity [2, 19] .
In this paper, we study the e ect of the items ranked above and below a particular item I n on the probability of sale of I n in eCommerce. We study this impact in eCommerce domain since the users are evaluating the list of items in search results considering di erent options/selections to compare and choose the best item rather than satisfying a single informational need as in web search. To evaluate the impact, we compare the information or features of an item with the items ranked at di erent positions above and below the current item. ese comparative features are denoted as delta features.
Our study highlights di erent delta features we tried on top of our current baseline model, and the improvements in o ine metrics they result in. We also evaluate the e ect of di erent neighborhood sizes m used in constructing the delta features, and experimentally show that the neighborhood of an item has an impact on the item's probability of sale through o ine metrics. e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the related work in the literature. In Section 3 we describe our methodology. In Section 4 we describe our datasets and experiments. We summarize our work and discuss possible future research in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Lichtenstein et. al presented some early work on how people make decisions under uncertainty in [15] , where the key insight is that the decisions are di erent when choices are presented separately vs. when they are presented together. Importance of a context (neighborhood) for a given item to its clickability has been extensively researched in the past. Previous studies of users' clicks as implicit feedback in search found out that clicking decision on a web document is a ected by both rank and other documents in the presentation [10] , [11] . Craswell et al. [7] introduced the cascade click model where the probability of click for a given document at a given rank is in uenced by probability of click for documents at higher ranks.
Dupret et al. [8] introduced a new browsing behavior model, where the probability of a subsequent click for a given document is a ected by a distance between that document and the most recently clicked document. e probability gets lower if the previously clicked document is further away, i.e. if a user has to scroll through numerous irrelevant documents. Our approach extends this research to model sellability of items in e-commerce search.
OUR APPROACH
Our hypothesis is that whenever users make a decision to buy an item on an eCommerce platform, it is not in isolation. e decision is made by comparing the item to other items in its vicinity. Most ranking models use a single item's features to determine the probability of sale. To understand how the neighboring items a ect an item's sellability, we de ne delta features that represent how an item di ers from it neighboring items.
We focus on features that could be potentially distinguishing factors of an item and those that can identify user behavior. Since we want to model user behavior, these features are derived from elements users are likely to see on the search results page when making a purchase, for e.g. shipping time, product title, product price etc. We identi ed the set of features which users are likely to perceive while buying an item as the candidate set (F : f 1 , f 2 .f n ) from which we can generate delta features. We experiment with three di erent neighborhood sizes ( size = 1, 3,5 ) to study how the in uence of the delta features changes as the neighborhood size changes. For each of these candidate features F , we generated two types of delta features each, namely next and prev; next represents the delta features based on the items ranked below the current item, while prev represents the delta features based on the items ranked above the current item. Fig 1 represents 
For neighborhood size, m > 1
For categorical features with discrete values, the delta features are de ned as the count of the feature occurring in the neighborhood. is can be represented as : If V is the array containing a feature's values, i is the index of the current item, c is the current item's feature value, and m is the neighborhood size:
Note that for neighborhood size, m = 1, we try to have a stronger representation of delta features. Here, the delta features are de ned as concatenation of the current item's features and the previous/next item's features. If a feature f k can take discrete values (x 1 , x 2 . . . x n ), this representation ensures that a delta feature x 1 x 2 is not treated the same as x 2 x 1 . ese features are de ned as:
We compute delta feature values for neighborhood size 1 based on concatenation, but use value counts for neighborhood sizes ¿ 1.
is was a conscious choice to have a stronger representation for neighborhood size 1, as it would have been reduced to a binary feature representation if we opted the value-count information, consequently losing substantial information. We haven't used concatenation for neighborhood size ¿ 1, as the feature values can be long strings with extremely sparse values. is choice was made to avoid such an occurrence. (3) Boolean Delta Features : For certain features, we want delta features to capture whether they're equal to previous/next item's features or not. Boolean features are dened as: For neighborhood size m = 1
If V is the array containing a feature's values, i is the index of the current item, c is the current item's feature value, and m is the neighborhood size: 
EXPERIMENTS
We build several o ine ranking models with varying neighborhood sizes and selection of delta features to evaluate the incremental improvement produced by these features in the performance of the ranking models, and subsequently observe the e ect of neighborhood on the likelihood of sale of an item.
Dataset, Features and Experiment Setting
We conduct our ranking experiments on a large scale dataset sampled from eBay search logs. e dataset consists of about 20000 unique search queries sampled based on user search sessions which resulted in an item's sale, along with the ranked list of top items impressed for the query. e labels for the items in the dataset are obtained via implicit relevance feedback. In this paper, we consider the sale of an item as the target. We constructed delta features as described in Section 3. 80% of the dataset was used for training and 20% for validation.
We trained several learning to rank models on the dataset described above. We use the state of the art LambdaMART model [3] for our experiments. e baseline model, Model Base is trained on the same dataset without any delta features. Model Base is the production ranking model for eBay. e proposed ranking models use features from Model Base and delta features. We train ranking models with di erent neighborhood sizes and di erent neighborhood types namely, prev and next. We experimented with 3 neighborhood sizes in this paper, m = 1, 3, 5. We trained three di erent models for each neighborhood size, m:
(1) Model Prev Wm : Models with prev delta features, calculated based on items ranked above the current item (2) Model Next Wm : Models with next delta features, calculated based on items ranked below the current item (3) Model Prev Next Wm : Models with prev and next delta features, calculated based on items ranked above and below the current item e hyperparameters are tuned based on Model Base and the same parameters are used to train all the proposed ranking models with delta features.
Results
Mean reciprocal sale rank (MRR) was chosen as the metric to evaluate and compare the performance of the various models relative to the baseline model. MRR, in this case captures the rst result that involves an item sale.
We trained models with both previous and next delta features constructed based on neighborhood sizes 1, 3 and 5 respectively, and compared them to the baseline model Model Base with respect to MRR. e prev and next features which capture the neighborhood above and below an item in the ranked list of results, show signi cant improvements in MRR compared to the baseline model. e gures show MRR di erence with respect to Model Base and the error bars are computed using 1000 bootstrap samples of the test dataset. Further, varying neighborhood sizes has a measurable e ect on MRR, indicating that the choice of neighborhood size is an important decision. Lastly, by combining prev and next features on top of the baseline features also resulted in signi cant improvements in MRR with neighborhood size 3, performing the best as shown in Fig 3. e percentage gains in MRR resulting from each of the models relative to Model Base is tabulated in that both items ranked above and below together have an in uence on an item's sellability.
Since neighborhood size 3 resulted in the most observable MRR improvements, we compared prev, next, and prev next models trained on delta features constructed with neighborhood size 3 in addition to the baseline features. From Fig 5 we can observe that while both prev and next models lead to improvements, prev next models have the most pronounced MRR gains, indicating that the neighborhood of an item does in uence its sellability in a measurable way.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have presented our approach of understanding the impact of neighborhood of an item on its sellability by creating delta features that capture how a given item di ers from those in its neighborhood in terms of a ributes that can be perceived by the user on a search result page. Di erent combinations of delta features including di erent neighborhood sizes are created on top our baseline ranker. We have applied these features to a large scale commercial search engine (eBay) and experimentally veri ed signi cant improvements on o ine metrics. In addition, we experimentally show that the choice of the size of neighborhood in uences the performance of these features. As a next step, we plan to incorporate the idea of neighborhood and delta features into the scoring function of the ranking models.
is would require designing e cient methods to determine the placement of a candidate item based on its potential neighbors, in contrast to an independent decision.
